Mrs. Kelly’s Weekly News Newsletter

What we have been learning...

**Reading:** Unit 5
*Story of the week: Chameleon, Chameleon
Genre: Informational Text
*Comprehension Skill: Draw Conclusions
*Phonics Skill: Blend Phonemes, Segment Phonemes
*Vocabulary Strategies: Classify and Categorize Describing Words
*Grammar: Questions (Capitalization and Punctuation)

**Math:** Chapter 9 2 Dimensional Shapes

**Science:** We finished up Chapter 5 Motion Chapter. Next week will be a Social Studies week.

**Writer’s Workshop** Focus: Poetry

**Handwriting Letters of the Week:** Mm, Nn Oo, Pp

Weekly Homework:
Read at least 10-15 minutes with your child each night. Please practice reading the books that I send home in folders as well as the sight words. Please return the envelope with the book or books inside and sign and record reading minutes. 😊

- Practice writing sentences using capital letters and periods.
- Ask your child to retell a bedtime story. Have them tell the beginning, middle and ending. 😊
- Review 2D shapes with your children. Find objects around the house.

Our Sight Words
I like me this good look with find she out a my will all off the you be he take and are go no see what for we now make do to is play have help come how said

Looking Ahead:
April 2 PTO meeting 6PM
April 3rd Lauritzen Garden Field Trip with 1st Grade
April 13 No School! Teacher Work Day!
May 3 Carnival 5-7 PM